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Introduction

S

ince 2010, the CODE Summer Learning Program (SLP) has been a valuable

support for Ontario students, who need and deserve additional opportunities
in order to become competent learners, and for their parents, to become more
engaged members of their schools and communities. These goals continued
for the 2018 program, with clear evidence once again that this important
cornerstone program makes a difference for Ontario’s youngest and more
vulnerable students.
From the very beginning, the emphasis and expected outcomes of the Summer
Learning Program have never wavered. First and foremost are outcomes for
the students – but just as impactful are the additional outcomes for parents,
teachers, and community partners who play a tremendous role in helping
learners who need a “boost” to be successful in school.
This document reinforces how the Summer Learning Program is an essential factor
in the continued academic and social growth of Ontario students who need more
help to be successful in school and in their future ambitions.
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Highlights of Key 2018
Outcomes

Students

Parents

Teachers

Minimize/alleviate
summer learning loss

Build stronger
relationships with
teachers, principals
and schools

Participate in professional Involve service
learning activities to
clubs/organizations
support student learning in summer learning
programs

Provide learning
opportunities for
students new to Canada
and support their
transition to their new
school and community
(Enhancement to
Summer Learning
2017 and 2018)

Link with community
Wrap Around Services
and Better Understand
their new School System
and Access Available
Supports

Understand the challenges that students new
to Canada and their
families experience
when entering Ontario
schools

Connect with schools
and families new to
Canada to provide
support and resources
that are available to
refugee families

Increase literacy and
numeracy skills

Better understand how
their son or daughter
learns

Develop new strategies
to teach student literacy
and numeracy.

Utilize community
resources to increase
the range of recreation
and group activities
(e.g., swimming etc.)

Expand instructional
strategies for ELL and
incorporate these
strategies when teaching
students new to Canada
Build students’ self
confidence

Encourage their child’s
learning at home

Collaborate and
cooperate with
colleagues to provide
more effective student
instruction

Community Partners

Increase positive
perception and understanding of education
in Ontario
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Students

Parents

Teachers

Increase student
engagement in learning
and school

Advocate on behalf of
their son or daughter

Develop new skills to
support technology for
learning and a greater
understanding about
the use of robotics to
enhance Mathematics
learning.

Community Partners

Connect with student
mentors to more
effectively use technology
in their classrooms
Build greater use of
technology for learning,
through the efforts
of student mentors
and STEM resources,
including Robotics
(Enhancement to
Summer Learning 2017
and 2018)

Support Summer
Learning students in
their transition to school
in September

Become more aware
about how technology
can be an effective tool
for learning and participate in opportunities to
learn about technology
and Mathematics.

Effectively support
summer learning
students as they
transition to their home
schools and classrooms

Increase awareness
through summer
learning mentors and
teachers about the
range of opportunities
for post-secondary
school

Connect with Universities,
Colleges and senior
Secondary Schools to
become a valuable
partner in providing
their students with an
opportunity to learn
and work in a school
environment and
expand their career
choices

Build assessment
strategies that help
more needy students
meet curriculum
expectations

Help students to
develop an enjoyment
for school and expand
their range of recreation
and activity based
opportunities (e.g., drama,
team sports, swimming
instruction)
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Background

W

hile each Ontario school board may have a slightly different story of how

it organizes and offers its Summer Learning Program, there is one constant that
does not vary from board to board: summer learning programs make a substantial
difference in the lives of participating students, parents and teachers.
In 2018, there is once again clear evidence of the positive impact that summer
learning programs have on Ontario’s students.
The significant role that CODE plays in identifying and working with boards
to construct and offer engaging and effective summer learning programs is a
key factor in the success of the SLP. Further, this strong relationship that CODE
has with Directors of Education and educators throughout the province leads
to more effective and efficient implementation of these programs.
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Summer Learning 2018:
A Continuing Story of Success

A

major component of summer learning is the direct support to students.

The impact of this cannot be overestimated: Over 10,000 students benefited
from summer learning programs in 2018.
More Classes and More Support for Teachers and Parents Every Year

»» In 2018, momentum for summer learning programs continued to build. Students
are returning year after year, and several boards have waiting lists. A number of
boards requested additional funding in order to offer more classes while many
parents contacted boards early in the year to request information on how to
register their son or daughter for the 2018 Summer Learning Program.
»» Teachers credited the summer program for helping them learn new teaching
strategies. While many boards offered programs to increase literacy skills in
2018, some boards also used the summer learning program to increase teacher
effectiveness in delivering focussed and deliberate Mathematics programs. These
boards supported their findings, including teacher professional development
activities, with concrete research strategies.
»» Teachers and parents credited the summer program for helping them develop
stronger relationships and for improving parents’ knowledge of literacy and
numeracy learning. Outcomes of these enhanced relationships and increased
parental efficacy included:
–– Teachers describing how the summer program afforded them the opportunity
to talk to parents daily and include parents in a variety of activities.
–– Parents becoming more active participants in the summer program through
volunteering, working individually with students and attending celebrations.

6
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–– Parents appreciating the programs and noticing quantitative (e.g., enhanced
numeracy) and qualitative (e.g., reading enjoyment) gains.
–– Parents recognizing that the intensive focus on literacy and numeracy learning,
healthy meals/snacks and recreational activities provided their children with
an enriched summer.

»» Teachers described heightened student engagement during the summer
program including greater risk-taking and enthusiasm for learning.
»» Teachers suggested that students who attend the summer program are better
prepared in September. Students are readier to learn, and teachers can “hit the
ground running.”
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Enhancements to the 2018
Summer Learning Program

Robotics, Coding and Student Mentors
Ontario schools have demonstrated notable success in the use of robotics as a
learning tool and as a way of engaging students in problem solving and inquirybased and experiential learning. For many, robotics provides incentive and enjoyment
in the learning process. There are also a number of older students, either in secondary
school or in college/university, with the skills and interest to act as mentors in the
use of STEM (robotics) in the classroom for both young students and teachers.
Recognizing the value of robotics as an instructional resource, in the summer of
2018 the Ministry of Education again offered funds though an agreement with the
Access to Post-Secondary Strategy. With CODE’s coordination, additional funding
was distributed to boards to further promote efforts related to ensuring equitable
access to post-secondary education starting in the early years and supporting
summer learning students and their parents. This funding was meant to aid both
the purchase of robotics for summer learning classrooms and the hiring of a
secondary or post-secondary student mentor to support the use of these teaching
resources and student development of STEM skills.
Observations of this initiative include: Most of the student mentors were male, and
approximately half were students enrolled in university; generally, the other student
mentors were in secondary school with an interest/involvement in STEM-related
fields. There was a very limited number of student mentors from community colleges.
Boards reported challenges in attracting university and community college students
with the requisite background, possibly due to the lateness of them receiving
funding confirmation and because of other opportunities for full time summer
work available to students.
This enhancement to summer learning served as an opportunity to spark creativity
and ignite interest with many of our most vulnerable young students while promoting
the value of post-secondary education and its many pathways (e.g., apprenticeship,
college and university) to parents and students. For the student mentors, this also
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served as an opportunity for them to explore potential career pathways in education
and to build their skills as instructional leaders.
Report backs from the participating boards highlights that much of the success
in implementation is attributed to the key role of the student mentors in becoming
instructional leaders for both students and educators. More specifically, over the
course of the three-week program these young people took on leadership roles in
planning, delivering, and supporting literacy and Mathematics lessons for students,
as well as leading professional learning for educators around the use of robotics
technologies.
These report backs outline in more detail: observations from boards as to how
mentors perceived their work; how parents, students and teachers benefited
from the support and connections with student mentors; and the use of robotics
as a learning tool purchased with the enhanced funding.
Notable observations for robotics include:

Working with Students:

Working with Parents:

Working with Educators:

• One-on-one and small group
learning
• Robotics playgrounds (rotary
style to the day)
• Literacy, numeracy, global
competencies:
–– Procedural Writing
–– Spatial Reasoning
–– Coding & Computational
Thinking
–– Letter Sounds & Number
Sense
–– Narrative Writing
–– Oral Language &
Vocabulary Development

• Getting involved in writing
newsletters and hosting
parent engagement sessions
to share their journey into
post-secondary pathways,
and to model how the robotics
resources were supporting
children’s learning in the
program.

• Program training on the
technical components of
robotics resources
• Modeling and coaching on the
use of robotics
• Debriefing on student learning
strengths and needs
• Co-planning lessons

Supporting English Language Learners from Refugee Families
In the spring of 2017, the Ministry of Education and CODE worked in partnership with
the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration to provide funding to support additional
classes targeted towards English-language learners with a newcomer and refugee
background. This contract, which leveraged existing infrastructure and partnerships
from the Summer Learning Program, continued through the summer of 2018.
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The 2018 ELL/ELD, Newcomer Support for Refugee Students classes were designed
to offer students new to Canada a summer learning experience to develop oral
language skills and connect (along with their parents) to community wraparound
services. A key component of these classes is assisting students and their families
in the transition to Ontario schools and accessing the supports available to refugee
families and families new to Canada. Funding was allocated at $10,000 per class.
School boards were invited to participate based on the recommendation from
the Ministry of Citizenship and Immigration to target areas in closest proximity
to Resettlement Agency Programs in communities across the province. Based on
this recommendation, as well as feedback from education officers familiar with the
needs of a few additional communities, targeted boards were invited to participate.
Key findings on previous years’ outcomes which continued in 2018:

»» Over 1000 students participated in the ELL/ELD, Newcomer Support for Refugee
Students classes in 2018.
»» Students were assessed by educators using the Oral language STEP continuum.
While students from Grades K-8 were targeted for participation in these classes,
in 2018 the majority of students came from the primary Grades K-3. As existing
infrastructure for the Summer Learning Program was leveraged in 2018, it is
important to note that the regular program is meant to support students K-5.
These classes are designed to offer students new to Canada a summer learning
experience to develop oral language skills and connect them and their parents
to community wrap-around services.
»» As with other enhancements to summer learning programs, boards were
required to submit a report back on their ELL/ELD programs. These report
backs detail statistical information, support for parents and families, connections
with community wraparound services, school/community partnerships, and
successes and challenges experienced by boards, students, teachers and families.

Additional Enhancements to the 2018 Summer Learning Program
In addition to the core work of building numeracy/literacy skills and student
confidence, along with creating opportunities to engage new citizens to Canada,
a number of additional enhancements to the SLP have been introduced over the
last few years. These enhancements help build capacity for teachers to broaden
their range of teaching options, promote the sharing of resources and successes,
and create a sense of connectedness and shared purpose among boards across
the province.

10
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A New and More Interactive Summer Learning Website
https://ontariosummerlearning.org/
The SLP website tells a real-time story of summer learning across Ontario, with
curated highlights from the Summer Learning Twitter account @OntarioSLP
offering board-submitted videos, photos, articles and anecdotes from programs
around the province. The website is also an effective learning tool for exploring
how outdoor activities, good nutrition, robotics, and parent and community
partner engagement can enhance student learning and confidence. This revised
site allows visitors to gain a better understanding of the history and growth of
summer learning, and how it is making a difference in schools and communities
across the province.

CODE Symposium on Summer Learning and Learning Outside the School Day
With over 200 enthusiastic participants from 23 boards representing all regions
of Ontario, the October 2018 Symposium (entitled Anytime, Anywhere: Innovative
Programs for Summer Learning and Learning Outside the School Day) provided a
wide range of clear takeaways for the attending educators.
Dr. Mary Jean Gallagher, an internationally recognized expert in education system
improvement and implementation, delivered a keynote address in which she
encouraged educators with practical advice on how to capture the spirit of
Summer Learning Programs through creativity, inventiveness, flexibility, and by
being forward looking.
Small-group breakout presentations by summer learning leaders sparked dialogue
and provided how-to advice. Proven examples of successful and innovative initiatives
were demonstrated, such as tapping into community partnerships, creating learning
opportunities specifically for newcomers to Canada, building teacher capacity, and
documenting program evaluation and impact.
The symposium ended with an informal but focused networking session featuring
hands-on displays covering topics such as Supporting Learning Outside the School
Day, the effectiveness of social platforms with SLPs, and tips on engaging parents
in their child’s learning.
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A Focus on Mathematics:
Two Boards Tell Their Story

I

n 2018, with the continued emphasis on Mathematics learning, boards requested

additional support and funding to organize classes specially designed to further
student numeracy. The following data provides an example (and tells a story) of
growth and success in Mathematics learning in two Ontario boards.

Limestone District School Board
Numeracy

»» 67% of the 24 students experienced growth in their numeracy skills and 58%
of students experienced growth in their operation skills.
»» Class #1 Overall –13.1% increase on diagnostic.
»» Class #2 Overall –11.9% increase on diagnostic.
Fractions

»» Class 1 – 14.18% increase, with a 62.5% of students having an increase in understanding of the set model of fractions and the difference between set and area
model.
»» Class 2 – 19% increase with 35% of students having an increase in understanding
of the set model of fractions and the difference between set and area model.
Operations

»» 58% of students experienced growth in their operation skills.
»» Class 1 – 2.5% increase in understanding and accuracy of operations-based
questions. Instructor noted all students had significant improvements and
diversity of strategies and approaches to questions and problems.
»» Class 2 – 10% increase in understanding and accuracy of operations-based
questions. Instructor noted all students had more diversity of representations.
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What We Learned

»» All students demonstrated more diversity in strategy use for problem solving.
»» All students demonstrated more flexibility with numbers and operations.
»» All students improved their mental Math strategies during number talks.
What Students Said

»» Before: “I am a Mathematician that knows how to do Math.”
After: “I am a Mathematician that loves Math.”
»» In Class 1, from the attitudinal surveys: there was a 15% growth in students’
belief when asked if they like Math, moving from a class average of 3.6 to 4.3
out of a possible 5.
What Parents Said

»» 100% of parents would recommend the program to another family.
»» “Thank you for including my son in Count-On-Me. Although he was really
reluctant at first, he has enjoyed himself. He was bubbling with excitement
about the escape room today, talking all the way home about it. Honestly,
he has never been so excited for Math!”
What Teachers Said

»» “I learned the extreme depth of the impact of manipulatives. It was forced
in my practice before, now it is an invaluable tool.”
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What Student Mentors Said
“I learned that it’s important to understand your students before you help them
understand Math. This was important to me because I’ve always tried to explain
concepts in different ways in attempt to reach each student, but this program
showed me the importance of observing each child’s thinking process by asking
‘Why do you think that?’ ‘How did you get that answer?’ and ‘Can you walk me
through your process?’ I learned to let them teach me how they learn before I
teach them. This helps to develop clearer communication between the educator
and student, instils a sense of value in each child’s process rather than dismissing
the answer as wrong, and allows educators to see where the child is coming from
so they can explain concepts in the most efficient and effective manner.
What Summer Learning Leaders Said
“I learned the true importance of diagnostics and in taking a wide variety of
diagnostics in Mathematics. By this I mean, when I initially planned to take in
a paper pencil and manipulative based diagnostic, I knew that the data would
change when we re-tested the students on their learning. I know now that I need
to have more systems in place to collect data on student strategy use because
over the course of three weeks I was blown away at the amount of growth students
had in their flexibility of number and operation. Although students’ accuracy was
still developing in their strategies, they now had multiple ways to look at a problem
and with a bit more practice the accuracy will come.”
“Having a dedicated block of time to learn about coding and robotics allowed
students to . . . fiddle and struggle with concepts and ideas of writing scripts,
following informational texts, and build Lego-bots. These different experiences
gave students a safe place to take risks in learning to code which inspired the
students to collaborate and share ideas bringing learners together as a community.”
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Greater Essex County District School Board
In 2018, 784 children attended summer learning at GECDSB. The goals of the
program were to minimize summer learning loss and provide opportunities for
children who may otherwise miss out. These children were from 29 schools across
the region, mostly selected for socio-economic circumstances.
The number of students and educators participating in summer learning has grown
over time as shown below:

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Literacy Sites

3

4

4

5

7

14

10

–

29*

Math Sites

0

0

0

2

5

12

14

18

29*

French Immersion

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

2

FNMI

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2

ESL/ELL

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

10

17

Number of
Educators

6

8

8

14

30

58

60

72

79

Number of Students

60

80

80

140

300

600

700

724

784

* These classes were combined literacy and numeracy focus. There were 29 combined
classes in total.
2018 Data
The focus for the 2018 Summer Learning Program was to improve comprehension
in reading (as measured through DRA), and to improve in the areas of counting,
addition, and subtraction in Mathematics (as measured through Leaps and Bounds).
Mathematics Results

»» 70% of the students in the sample demonstrated improvement in counting.
»» 75% of the students demonstrated improvement in addition.
»» 90% of the students demonstrated improvement in subtraction.
Percentage of Students Scoring Higher on Leaps and Bounds Assessment

Counting

Addition

Subtraction

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

50%

80%

65%

78%

20%

48%
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A Change from STAR Testing to
Boards Assessing Their Programs

O

n an annual basis, the Ministry of Education collects individual student

information using the Ontario Education Number (OEN) and relevant student
assessment results, analyzed across a variety of characteristics (e.g., grade level,
class type, special education needs, gender, etc.) to review the effectiveness of
the Summer Learning Program and its impact on student achievement.
STAR online assessment tools for Early Literacy, Reading, and Mathematics continue
to be used to measure pre- and post-program changes in student achievement
each year. To determine if the program is making a difference in student achievement,
data from participating students with available pre- and post-assessment scores
are analyzed at the end of each summer.
Additional data sources that provide further insight into the successes and challenges
of implementation of the program included district school board implementation
plans, observational data from site visits, feature stories in the media, and CODE
annual project reports. After analyzing STAR data, report card information, student
attendance, and other sources of data described above, Ministry and CODE Summer
Learning Program staff have a solid understanding of the success of each year’s
summer learning and the ability to refine the focus for the upcoming year.
Annual pre- and post-STAR Testing in reading and Math for students in Grades 1-5
(and Early Literacy for students in Kindergarten) provides a provincial measure
of change over time in basic foundational literacy and numeracy skills. On average,
every single year, student assessment scores have either gone up or stayed the
same from pre- to post-testing, providing solid evidence that the Summer Learning
Program continues to effectively mitigate learning loss over the summer months.
However, based on review of previous years of collected data through STAR testing,
it may now be time to consider discontinuing the STAR testing protocols and have
boards focus on evaluating the successes of their own summer programs. A number
of boards are already doing this and integrate summer learning as a key component
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of their board plan to support teacher effectiveness, parent engagement and
increased student achievement. To assist boards in a smooth transition to evaluating
their SLPs, CODE could provide a template for boards to use and share examples
of how some boards are currently evaluating their programs (a space can also be
created on the ontariosummerlearning.org website for boards to post an analysis
of their summer learning programs). There are additional benefits to this approach:
funds assigned to pay for STAR testing can now be used to fund more classes, and
by taking greater ownership for evaluation of their summer programs, boards can
more effectively tie the learnings/findings from summer learning to board plans,
goals and needs.
STAR testing is a U.S.-based assessment tool. Requiring boards to evaluate their
own Summer Learning Programs will provide them with an opportunity and the
responsibility to assess summer learning in relation to the goals and outcomes in
the Ontario curriculum.
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Reflections from the Field

A

major contributor to the successful implementation of summer learning is the

support and leadership of the CODE SLP regional leads. For this year’s report, the
CODE leads share their reflections on the impact and influence of summer learning
on the boards in their region.(Note: The different geographical regions are referred
to as “Clusters.”)

Northern Ontario Boards and School Authorities (Clusters 1 and 6)
The 18 Northern Ontario summer learning boards cover an area from the Manitoba
border to Parry Sound and include Moose Factory.
The Summer Learning Program has helped these Northern Ontario boards overcome
the large geographical distances between schools by increasing opportunities to
improve both practice and student learning. Through the networking that occurs in
each Cluster, and with access to ideas from other boards right across the Province,
these boards have benefitted from being part of the SLP. The site visits, teleconferences, social media, one-on-one coaching and the summer learning website
have all helped to ameliorate the disadvantages these boards face with their small
populations and limited administrative staff.
In small Northern Ontario towns, the involvement of the community (one of
the requirements of the Summer Learning Program) has led to many positive
relationships that have carried over into the school year.
In some of the Northern boards, the inclusion of the First Nations community as
part of the Summer Learning Program planning process has resulted in meaningful
programs and improved learning goals for First Nation students.
Overall, increased opportunity and access for students, staff and parents summarize
the benefits of the Summer Learning Program for Northern boards.
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Eastern Ontario Boards (Cluster 2)
The following characteristics of effective SLPs outline the key successes reported
by boards in Cluster 2.
Students:

»» Intentional and focused instruction based on student need.
»» Students gain self confidence in their abilities due to smaller class size and
precision teaching.
»» Distractions at a minimum
»» Life skills balance the academic component, e.g., food and nutrition, the Arts,
and Health and Physical Education. This is done in a more inviting and relaxing
environment. Examples include invited guests such as culinary cooks, Zumba
instructors, and First Nation teachings.
»» For some students, the SLP program is an extension of their home school year
program, allowing for seamless learning.
»» In some boards, older students in Co-op, Focus on Youth or at-risk youth board
programs are enabled to support the younger students.
»» Mentors are given an opportunity to interact and become models for students.
For some this opportunity has clarified career aspirations in a positive way.
»» Student volunteers are welcomed, with some earning their volunteer hours for
high school graduation.
Parents:

»» Parents are provided with resource materials and training to continue their
child’s learning at home.
»» Sharing of classroom instructional strategies and topics on a weekly (and
sometimes daily) basis to empower parents and give them confidence to work
with their children.
»» Parents are asked for feedback through satisfaction surveys.
»» Some parents have offered their skills and worked with students through the
program.
Teachers:

»» Have an opportunity to be very specific and intentional in instruction.
»» The small ratio of adults to children in the classroom is a benefit to all.
»» Can focus on the learning needs of each student.
»» Strengthen their assessment and evaluation knowledge and skills as some
boards have developed their own assessment tools to identify student needs.
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Greater Toronto Area Boards (Cluster 3)
Summer Learning Programs in Cluster 3 region consistently provided positive
interactive learning opportunities that allowed teachers to be creative, inventive
and flexible in order to improve academic retention and thereby minimize summer
learning loss for their students. Literacy and Math learning sessions, which encouraged
practical hands-on experiential opportunities following student interest and wonderings within the classroom and on learning trips, integrated robotics technology,
environmental studies, and use of manipulatives like LEGO WeDo.
To help students see that Math/Literacy involves deep thinking, students learned
important growth mindset messages to help them feel more confident and embrace
mistakes and challenges. Teachers’ strategies focused on collaboratively working
with central resource teachers to support extended learning opportunities for
students facing multiple barriers. Educators provided tests, materials and artifacts
as provocations for learning and a variety of approaches to engage diverse learners.
Weekly connections with parents allowed for better understanding of their child’s
learning and sharing sessions with parent/child/teacher were consistent across
all boards.
Teachers remarked that SLPs provided job-embedded professional learning
opportunities for them to explore learning through play. They utilized a range of
approaches and assessments to assist students who need more support, developing
greater familiarity with technology for learning and developing their own selfconfidence to bring their learnings back to their classrooms in the following year.
English Language Learner Community partnerships and resources were utilized to
help student and parent newcomers develop appropriate skills and assets. Parental
engagement was very high. Observing first-hand through volunteering or school
visits that their children were engaged in their learning helped parents become
better advocates for their child’s education. Especially popular were robotics,
Indigenous activities and leaders, environmental outside learning experiences,
and “drop in” sessions for parental learning.
Each board has made intentional transition plans/reports so that receiving principals
and educators benefit from seeing the child’s gains academically and socially over
the summer. Overwhelmingly, board staff feel that SLPs: empower student voice
and self-confidence in identifying areas for their own learning; build relationships
with parents and broader community; and develop knowledge, skills and aptitudes
to remove barriers in support of all learners.
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Southwestern Ontario Boards (Cluster 4)
The summer learning program provides a distinct learning environment, enriching
and supporting those involved: students, teachers, parents and the community.
This focussed learning program incorporates precision and targeted instruction
strategies to support students, who demonstrate an increase in their reading,
writing and numeracy levels and a decrease in their summer learning loss. With
this comes an increase in their confidence as a learner. September teachers report
that SLP students express a new-found confidence in their ability as learners –
a necessary skill to move forward with new learning.
Teachers talk about the summer learning experience as the best professional
learning they have had in their career. By offering system professional development
sessions with a focus on the best and most current instructional strategies, teachers
in the Summer Learning Program provide an instructional program based on
precision and effective practices. A board actually gains throughout the year as
these teachers, with improved instructional knowledge, return to their classrooms
in September. In addition, teachers are often eager to share their new learning with
other teachers on the school staff.
Parents, who are often reluctant to become involved with their child’s school and
learning during the regular school year, form close relationships with the teachers
in the Summer Learning Programs. The parents are invited into the classrooms on
a regular basis and have time to chat with the teacher. As a result, parents have
a greater understanding about their child’s learning. Parents also understand the
importance of what summer learning programs provide in their child’s learning.
Seeing the gains in skills and confidence made by their children, parents often
begin their calls to the schools early in the new year inquiring as to when the
summer learning program will begin as they want their child to return.
Community partners are a pivotal part of the summer learning program, sharing
expertise in many areas such as aquatic programs, art gallery offerings, Y programs,
public library programs, and many other community-based opportunities. Food is
often provided through the community networks supporting nutrition for breakfast,
lunches and snacks. These community partners also begin to see the work and
student/parent learning involved with the program on a whole new level.
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Central Ontario Boards (Cluster 5)
All students who succeed usually have a positive self-image; this is the foundation
for their motivation and efforts. Students who participate in the Summer Learning
Program have often had several years of struggle, failures, and discouragement
with recognition of their differences relative to their peers.
When teachers and administrators invite students to participate in the SLP, they
have identified those students with significant learning losses: those who cannot
afford another summer where they fall back even further. The impetus to carry
knowledge from June to September is arduous as there are already many learning
gaps that have occurred well before this.
The SLP is focussed on short term goals in areas of need: literacy and numeracy.
A student is immersed in a highly interactive program with a small teacher/student
ratio. Diagnostic observation occurs whilst the student works through the task
so interventions in the learning process are easily made. The student is coached
within an environment of positivity, inclusion and gentle support.
One anecdote relayed to us was about a SLP student who was a non-reader that
regularly refused to read. In fact, this student would not even try. After three weeks
in the SLP program, the student had several personal strategies and many identified
successes to share with parents at the culmination of the program.
This particular board made a presentation to their trustees about the value of
the SLP, its goals, participating students, activities, testing results, and parental
support. To begin the trustee presentation, the SLP team was in the board room
sitting at microphones with trustees and senior administration in attendance.
The first presenter was a six-year-old boy who had to lean forward to reach the
microphone. He said four words to the trustees: “Today I can read.” This little boy
then described how he came into the program feeling stupid as he could not read
his classroom books. The work he achieved in the SLP program, however, had
shown him tips and tricks and now he states proudly that he is a reader.
Self-confidence is surely the first goal of any academic program. If a student believes
he or she has the ability to meet a challenge, then it is much more likely they will
be successful. The SLP program nurtures each student in a setting that provides
appropriate tasks, teaches strategies and concepts, and monitors progress with
built-in support throughout first attempts. Success is celebrated and shared with
parents and peers. Naturally, this provides a ready platform for the student to
meet the next challenge.
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The Summer Learning Program boosts self-confidence, and that is the heart of
learning. Struggling students always begin here and we as teachers are bystanders
and cheerleaders as we watch these students meet these obstacles head on and
then move through to success.
Curriculum consultants were often involved with the planning and implementation
of the summer program. These specialists had an opportunity to support, instruct
and give constructive feedback to the SLP classroom teachers. They learned what
they are doing well along with skills that need improvement. This provided a perfect
opportunity for these specially-trained instructional coaches to work directly with
teachers and help them to reflect on and refine their work for the benefit of their
students, both during the summer and regular school programs.
SLP teachers also reported that they were often able to connect with parents on
a daily basis. Parent engagement was a priority, and all parties appreciated the
opportunities to gain understanding and keep up to date on a more regular basis.
These open and consistent lines of communication greatly benefitted student
success during the program.
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French Language Boards (Cluster 7)
The Boards of Trustees were updated regularly about the Summer Learning
Programs, and a report/presentation was presented to trustees in the fall. Many
boards had offered more classes beyond the number funded by CODE in order to
respond to the needs and requests, particularly in large boards and those covering
large geographical areas.
Teaching strategies used during the SLPs were shared with all staff, participating
students were more confident and better equipped for the regular school year, and
teachers developed positive relationships and connections with parents and partners
in the community. Schools identified the groups of students who would benefit
the most from a SLP and organized classes accordingly (Literacy, Numeracy, age
groups, special needs, etc.) and hired appropriate staff and others (e.g., tutors,
student mentors) to respond to those needs.
The assessment of students at the end of the program indicated an improvement
of at least two levels on the GB+ scale in Literacy for most students. No students
experienced a learning loss during the summer Literacy program. Students in the
ALF program for newcomers improved their vocabulary skills, as they did not
speak French or English. Numeracy skills also improved for students enrolled in
Numeracy or Blended classes. Some boards used board-developed tests in addition
to the taches diagnostiques in mathématiques developed by CODE.
All boards indicated an improvement in students’ self-confidence and love of
learning. They enjoyed the opportunities to use robotics in addition to the various
recreational activities.
The TACLEF tool was used to determine the linguistic level of students and/or the
Plickers application to measure their learning of vocabulary.
Robotics helped the students learn coding and the use of several robotics kits.
The following tools were the most popular: OZOBOT, SPHERO, BEE-BOT and the
3D printer.
Students were grouped according to the assessments of GB+ or Tâches diagnostiques at the beginning of the classes. These strategies and the results at the end
of the SLPs were shared with the teachers receiving the students in September.
Parents participated in several SLP program activities and school trips and continued
learning activities at home with their children. The participation of parents had a
positive impact on the attendance of students.
Teacher communication was greatly enhanced, with parents receiving regular updates
regarding their children’s progress via phone calls, emails, and agendas. Parents were
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given timetables of activities, interventions, attendance, and even transportation.
They also received levelled books to read with their children at home.
At the end of the program, students shared with parents what they learned using
different formats of presentations.
Parent response to satisfaction surveys was very positive.
Prior to the program, most boards offered teachers SLP planning sessions as well
as a professional learning day for teaching Literacy and/or Numeracy in a summer
learning setting. Curriculum consultants worked with teachers during the program
to assist in planning, modelling effective learning strategies for different groupings
of students and proposing themes for each day of the program. (Co-planning,
co-teaching and reviewing progress as a team was a great professional learning
opportunity.)
Student mentors in robotics and other tutors helped teachers develop engaging
learning activities to meet the needs of different groups of students.
Teachers shared their activities on Google Drive or Google Hangout in several
boards, and their response to satisfaction surveys was very positive.
Many boards developed partnerships with daycare centers and community/service
groups. Activities included Science Timmins, trips to the library, and Indigenous
activities (e.g., making different drums).
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2018 and Beyond

»» For 10 years, the CODE Summer Learning Program has successfully supported
students who need more help. 2018 was another example of how, each year,
boards offer more opportunities for students, teachers and parents to benefit
from these summer programs. Summer learning is student-personalized, with
precise teaching strategies to meet the needs of each student. Student focus in
2018 was more clearly defined, and programs were targeted to the development
of specific skills. Also in 2018, SLPs provided deeper learning in defined areas
(e.g., counting, word recognition and comprehension, writing skills, problem
solving, robotics, coding, subtraction, addition, etc.). Summer Learning
Programs and learning outside the school day are an essential and expected
part of education in Ontario.
»» The ELL classes were an extremely valuable addition to both the 2017 and 2018
SLPs, connecting refugee students and their families to schools and community
organizations. In 2018, the focus was on supporting students in the primary/
junior divisions; however, extending these classes to older elementary students
and into secondary school may be something to consider in the future.
»» Evaluation of summer learning is changing. As some boards are working with
university researchers and other boards are undertaking evaluation of their own
Summer Learning Programs, it may now be time to consider discontinuing the
STAR testing protocols and have boards focus on evaluating the successes of
their own summer programs. A number of boards are already doing this and
integrate summer learning as a key component of their board plan to support
teacher effectiveness, parent engagement and increased student achievement.
»» A notable success and enhancement to the 2018 SLP has been the ability for
teachers and parents to capitalize on the use of STEM resources (and in particular,
robotics) to extend the development of student problem-solving skills, while
actively engaging the students and teachers in coding and related activities.
For most summer learning students, opportunities to use robotics/STEM
resources would not be available at home; SLPs provide them with an entry
to this new and emerging technology.
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»» The revised 2018 summer learning website (ontariosummerlearning.org) provides
excellent examples of the impact of summer learning, with stories shared by
parents and teachers in real time through social media. Reading the curated
Twitter highlights and articles about SLPs around the province, it is easy to
understand why summer learning is a major support to learning and student
well-being for those students who need it the most. Keeping the summer
learning website current and relevant is important.
»» For the first time, in October 2018, CODE organized a provincial conference
on summer learning and learning outside the school day. Over 200 educators
with responsibility for these programs came together to present practical and
effective learning strategies and activities that lead to increased student learning,
teacher professional development and parent engagement. Participants rated
the day “as the best professional development opportunity that I have had”
and called for the symposium to be held on a yearly basis. With the support of
boards and with CODE organizing the event, the symposium was cost-effective
and designed to have a long-term impact on Summer Learning Programs.
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»» In 2018, paid student mentors were an exciting addition to the summer learning
classes. These energetic and engaged young people, through meaningful
participation in the program, helped students, teachers and parents become
more adept at using technology for learning while also exploring and discussing
future career goals and post-secondary education/work opportunities with
summer learning staff and parents. Student mentors repeatedly expressed
great satisfaction with their role in the Summer Learning Program.
»» This year, numeracy learning for students’ and teachers’ professional development
in the teaching of Mathematics emerged as a pressing need by boards. Using
summer learning as a vehicle, some boards organized focused Mathematics
classes to increase capacity for teachers and students to be more effective in
this area. In 2018, CODE received requests for additional funding from boards
to organize classes supporting student learning in Mathematics, with a focus
on basic skills.
»» CODE is most effective in organizing, managing and supporting SLPs and
actively engaging boards to offer classes. The summer learning infrastructure
developed by CODE ensures effective communication to boards and oversight
of summer learning. Generally, over 95% of summer learning funding is used to
organize classes and support students who need help to be successful.
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